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How tech is blurring the lines between
PE and RE
The emergence of hybrid funds and real estate managers acquiring tech companies
suggests the two asset classes are getting closer
Multi-platform asset managers have

Some of these companies feature a

Meanwhile, start-ups need property,

long espoused synergies between private

strong tech angle: China’s Tencent Trusted

efficiently accessed if their shareholders are

equity and real estate; technology has
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also their landlords. In Venturous Group’s
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case, the smart towns will serve as captive
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outpatient surgery centres, while Beike,

markets for its portfolio of tech start-ups,
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also an online-to-offline platform, enables

essentially guaranteeing them business.

founder Benson Tam, is a prime example.
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In August, the institution merged with

financing.

real estate and venture capital advisory

Gaw is also investigating emerging

There’s also the matter of returns. Tech
deals tend to secure higher valuations, with
global companies in this sector trading at

Lioncrest Global to launch a $1 billion

opportunities in the proptech sector and in

22x EBITDA as of November last year,

strategic fund targeting both asset classes.

February hired former Microsoft director
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Bill Lee as a senior director to that end.

Global software buyouts delivered a
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technology companies focusing on areas
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software deals, according to data from
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Things to help create the necessary digital
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infrastructure, and the remainder into

in “companies employing technology

funds have different return profiles to

property development.

to enhance efficiency in the logistics

conventional private equity. Core funds
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will target IRRs of around 5 percent, while

Established real estate managers are
also recognising technology’s appeal.

The two asset classes are clearly

Depending on the strategy, real estate

up the risk spectrum opportunity funds
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complementary. Proptech companies can
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Questions remain over investor appetite

ratio, enabling investors to shape their

But as real estate and technology

for such vehicles. Limited partners typically

exposure to either asset class, and Gaw has

become increasingly interconnected,

have separate allocations to real estate and

invested only a fraction of Fund VI outside

distinguishing between the two strategies

private equity because the risk profiles are
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